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Market Update: Corporate debt has grown almost 30% to $7.4 trillion since the real estate and high-tech

markets crashed. The reason behind this circumstance: low interest rates. One crack in servicing corporate

debt  is  the  downgrades  of  bond  quality,  especially  evident  in  the  energy  and  commodities  sectors.

Consequently, the market for junk bonds is doing well, albeit at lower prices. 

“Last year more than $150 billion in junk bonds were sold, twice the amount in 2006. Economic jitters

caused junk bond prices to drop last year for the first time since 2008,” Investing Daily said.

Standard & Poor's downgraded in 2015 863 issuers of corporate debt, the highest level since 2009, when

many companies were reeling from the 2008 crash. Fitch Ratings said about 6% of corporate bonds were

downgraded through the third quarter of last year, also the highest level since 2009.

Junk bonds are risky and more sensitive to the economy’s growth. On average junk bond funds were down

-3.7% last  year and have edged down -0.36% year-to-date.  Meanwhile and until  interest  rates return to

normal, many investors focus on instruments like exchange-traded funds (ETFs) that already make for a $3

trillion global industry. 

ETFs are also known as basket-trading products.  Worldwide there are  more than 6,780 products on 60

exchanges to choose from. In the U.S. last year ETFs traded about $20 trillion worth of shares—more than

the country’s gross domestic product (GDP). 

“ETFs allow people to invest in every asset class they can think of, and the ticker symbols range from

Guggenheim Solar  ETF (TAN),  which  tracks  solar  stocks,  to  ProShares  Short  VIX Short-Term Future

(SVXY), which provides inverse exposure to volatility index futures,” Bloomberg said.

Emerging back in the 80s as stock liquidity buffers, ETFs today contain non-stocks as well. On any given

day, such funds make up about 25% of equity trading volume, unless trading of securities is halted for some

reason. Both types – institutional and retail – have expanded into fixed income and commodities holdings.

Year-to-date these ETFs are: iShares MSCI USA Minimum Volatility (USMV) up +4.85 to $43.83, SPDR

S&P Dividend Fund (SDY) +7.68 to $79.22, Consumer Discretionary Select Sector SPDR Fund (XLY)

-0.03% to $78.17, SPDR S&P Homebuilders Fund (XHB) -1.23% to $33.76, and iShares 20+ Year Treasury

Bond Fund (TLT) +9.04% to $131.46. 

In latest company news, Citigroup Inc (C) awaits earnings on April 15 before the bell. Shares of the banking

services company are down about -2.5% to $41.51 on the month by April 5. Consolidation now finds the

company in the fifth and last quarter of its $7.8 billion stock buyback program to boost dividends. Wall

Street expects earnings of $1.13 per share on revenue of $17.7 billion.

ConocoPhillips (COP) awaits earnings on April 28 before the bell. The independent oil and gas provider has

just picked up from a 52-week low, trading down -2.35% to $39.04 on the month. Wall Street projects a net

loss of 87 cents a share on revenues of $7.7 billion.

Inphi Corp (IPHI), the global provider of high-speed analog and mixed signal semiconductor solutions, has a

market cap of $1.4 billion and forward price-to-earnings ratio of 61. The stock is tapping a new 52-week

high ahead of raised earnings estimates for both 2016 and 2017. The goal is moving to income of 93 cents a

share from 78 cents.


